CLOTHING: PREPARATION OF MATERIALS FOR RAVENSTAIL WEAVING GR: 6-8 (~2 WEEK LESSONS)

Elder Quote/Belief:
“Ravenstail weaving and spruce root weaving are some of the greatest traditional art forms lost
from our region, but slowly, with the help of traditional experts, we are bringing this lost art
back. We are relying on other culture’s assistance to help with revitalization weaving and I am
happy to say that we now have weavers in our community!
Quyana goes out to Teri Rofkar, Jennie Wheeler, Kay Parker and many others who have made
this possible!”
-MaryBabic, Cordova

“Traditional methods of
gathering and weaving natural
materials help me link past,
present, and future.”
-Teri Rofkar, Sitka

Grade Level: 6-12
Overview:
Ravenstail geometric shapes were inspired by basket designs. The highly decorated blankets
were “robes of nobility”. The hierarchically organized motifs worked into the blanket were a
statement of the wearer’s status. The blanket served as both a physical and a symbolic barrier
between the nobility and the common people.1
[Explorer James] Cook noticed a few woolen blankets similar to those of the Nootka. It must be
assumed that they were traded from the Yakutat. After the arrival of the Russians, the Chugach
learned to weave blankets of mountain goat wool themselves. Chiefs wore ordinary Pendleton
blankets with a strip of red flannel on which a row of buttons was sewn down each side. The
blanket was folded so that the flannel strips fell down in the front.2
Standards:
AK Cultural:
A3: Culturally-knowledgeable students
are well grounded in the cultural heritage
and traditions of their community

AK Content Science:
F1: Develop an understanding that

CRCC:
CE2: Students should have knowledge

culture, local knowledge, history and
interaction with the environment
contribute to the development of
scientific knowledge, and local
applications provide opportunity for
understanding scientific concepts and
global issues.

of traditional and contemporary sewing
and clothing using skins and furs.

1

Crossroads of Continents Cultures of Siberia and Alaska

2

The Chugach Eskimo
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Simple cordage made from raw hide
Made by
Patience Andersen-Faulkner, Cordova

Teri Rofkar
1964 Earthquake Robe
Rofkar wove in geometric patterns with
images and symbols to evoke that story. The
robe represents the accurate direction of
earth's movement. Its top border, a
traditional design called "Bear Tracks,"
represents the weight of a large bear as he
compacts and shifts the earth under his feet,
just as the earthquake did to Fourth Avenue
in Anchorage.
The large wave pattern at the bottom of the
robe represents the tsunami, which was over
67 feet in places, and the fire it caused in
Seward.
The cross was a reminder that before the
state of Alaska was bought by the United
States in 1867, the Tlingits were ruled by
Russia.
Lesson Goal:
To become aware of the materials used for making a woven mountain goat wool robe worn by
both the Chugach and Eyak people. Students will learn how our ancestors processed mountain
goat fleece to make wool for weaving into robes, also known as Ravenstail robes. This lesson
will also emphasize how innovative Alaska Native people were with their development of
clothing and how the type of clothing depended on functional considerations. There was much
trading happened amongst our ancestors and these robes were most likely traded between the
Tlingit and Yakutat people. Through this trade, the Chugach learned to weave blankets of
mountain goat wool themselves. These robes were mainly worn for celebrations.
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Lesson Objective(s): Students will:
 Learn how the mountain goat undercoat (fleece) was collected and the process of thigh
spinning to make wool yarn used for the Ravenstail robes.
 Practice the art of thigh spinning natural fibers into yarn.
 Learn how to make a Ravenstail bag using mop yarn.
Vocabulary Words:
English:
Mountain goat

Sugt’stun Dialects
Prince William
Lower Cook Inlet:
Sound:
pennaiq
pennaiq

ancestors

Eyak:
dlaaq’Aya’
qaadALyAX
yiinhinuu

Materials/Resources Needed:
 Access to internet for research
 Computer with projector
 Amazon-Merino Wool Roving-1 Lb. Paradise Fibers 64 Count Undyed Merino Top Highest Quality SPINNING FIBER Luxuriously Soft Wool Top Roving drafted for hand
spinning with drop spindle or wheel, felting, blending and weaving. By Paradise Fibers
 Additional source to order merino wool roving - Northwest Coast Weavers Supply
o www.northwestcoastweaverssupply.com
Following are supplies necessary to weave a Ravenstail bag with mop yarn:
 4 ply mop cord. To order-The Weaving Works Seattle Washington- a $40 spool will make
100 bags
 Knitting or craft yarn-4 ply
 Yard sticks for each student. Drill a hole every inch. Look at page 3 in Dictionary for
Ravenstail Weaving Techniques for more details.
 Felt or leather to make a bag to attach the finished Ravenstail weaving.
 Scissors
Books & Documents:
 Ravenstail Weaving Patterns and Projects Ancient and Contemporary
 Dictionary for Ravenstail Weaving Techniques and Instructions for A Beginning Project and
a Treasure Pouch
 Crossroads of Continents
Teacher Preparation:
 Invite an Elder/ Recognized Expert who has led a traditional lifestyle in your
community. Ask to share subsistence values, experiences, and stories pertaining to
weaving. Ask the Elder to share their knowledge of traditional materials used for
weaving Ravenstail.
 Review with the students the proper ways to show respect for the guest speaker.
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Review Crossroads of Continents-pages 217-218.
Review the following websites:
o Alaska Weavers Seek Mountain Goat Wool by Riley Woodford
 http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=wildlifenews.view_article&a
rticles_id=403
o Thigh spinning demonstrations
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXv6E04oAlE
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23l6wbO_1qY
o Mountain goat preparation Ricky Tagaban-Thigh Spinning
 https://www.alaskapublic.org/2014/07/18/ak-weaving/
o Ravenstail weaving demonstration with Kay Parker
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgYu1RQpGWw
o Teri Rofkar AK Women’s Hall of Fame
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNLkfIsjaPw
 Weaving Stories https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uM0Ffjfl5LM
 The Artistry of Tlingit Weaving – Teri Rofkar and Shelly Laws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKyB6H3QEjY
o Patience Andersen-Faulkner demonstrating twining
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ggh5Xy9pUMw



If making a mop rag Ravenstail bag with the students:
o Review Ravenstail-Beginning Project page 1-13 from the booklet, Ravenstail
Weaving Patterns and Projects (in kit).
o Drill holes every inch down the yardstick- need one yardstick per student.
o Weave a prototype of the bag for an example for students to see for this lesson.

Opening: While in the Chugach territory, explorer James Cook noticed a few woolen blankets
similar to those of the Nootka (indigenous peoples of the Pacific Northwest Coast in Canada). It
must be assumed that the Chugach traded from the Yakutat. Then after the arrival of the
Russians, the Chugach learned to weave blankets; similar to woolen blankets out of mountain
goat wool themselves.3
The Chugach and Eyak were very innovative with development of their clothing. The Chugach
learned to weave Ravenstail robes. The Eyak did not know the art of weaving themselves. The
woven blankets worn by the Eyak were traded with the Tlingit. Trade was very important
amongst the different Alaska Native people. Ravenstail geometric shapes were inspired by
basket designs. The highly decorated blankets were “robes of nobility”. The hierarchically
organized motifs worked into the blanket were a statement of the wearer’s status. The blanket
served as both a physical and a symbolic barrier between the nobility and the common people.4
These robes were mainly worn by a chief during a celebration.
Which brings us to, historically; people have always spun with a variety of animal fibers to make
clothing. Mountain goats are related to musk oxen. They have a beautiful dense white coat.
Chugach were aware that mountain goat put on a thick fleece undercoat to help them through the

3
4

The Chugach Eskimo
Crossroads of the Continents Cultures of Siberia and Alaska
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winter months. To collect the wild fiber, Chugach would hike up the mountains to gather any
fleece that would shed off on brush and rocks or strip the hides of animals harvested for food.
These fibers were made into roving and then thigh spun to create yarn for weaving into beautiful
robes.

Mountain goat fleece undercoatso fluffy and soft

Mountain goat roving ready to
thigh spin

Activities:
Class I: Ravenstail material preparation.
This class will be a two to five day class, depending on how many different natural
fibers/materials the teacher would like to make into cordage. It is mainly to inform the students
on traditionally how Chugach spun mountain goat undercoat to make yarn for their robes.
1. Ask students to pay close attention and take notes as they watch the YouTube video on thigh
spinning. -Thigh spinning demo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXv6E04oAlE
2. Public radio -Mountain goat preparation Ricky Tagaban-Thigh Spinning
 https://www.alaskapublic.org/2014/07/18/ak-weaving/
3. Give each student a handful of wool.
4. Ask students to separate the wool into two combed out lengths.
5. Have a small hand towel and a bowl for water available at each table for students to use
6. Ask the students to take their wool and practice the art of thigh spinning.
7. Optional: Teacher can show another video on making cordage-beach grass, stinging nettles,
willow saplings, and spruce roots. These materials could be gathered by the teacher or a field
trip for students to gather these materials themselves. Similar weave as the one used with
yarn to make Ravenstail weaving.
8. How to Make Cordage from Natural Materials
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XG93xPsxeHg
9. Discuss with students that after viewing these videos and trying the spinning themselves, just
imagine how much time it took to gather enough materials to make a Ravenstail robe.
10. A good video to watch to obtain more information on these robes and how long it may have
taken to save enough thigh spin cordage to make one a Ravenstail robe is the YouTube
video- The Artistry of Tlingit Weaving https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKyB6H3QEjY
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Class 2: Ravenstail style woven bag made from mop cord. *Please note: This is typically a
two week class to finish project!*
1. For each student, print instructions for weaving bag- pages 1-11, materials page and how
much warp and weft to cut page 13- out of Dictionary for Ravenstail Weaving Techniques
and Instructions for a Beginning Project and a Treasure Pouch.
2. Each student should also receive enough mop cord and yarn for project. They will also
receive a yardstick that has been predrilled (loom).
*Note- Yard sticks (from any hardware store). Drill a hole every inch. Look at page 3 in
Dictionary for Ravenstail Weaving Techniques for more details.
3. Follow directions on how many and how long mop cord and yarn are to be cut. Follow
directions for preparation.
4. Before students start to weave please view following YouTube tutorial- Ravenstail weaving
demonstration with Kay Parker https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgYu1RQpGWw
5. Ravenstail Beginning Project directions. Start at page 2 warping the loom and follow along
through page 11.
6. When complete attach to hand sewn leather or felt bag. Display.
Assessment:
 Students can identify how and where mountain goat fleece and fibers were collected.
 Students can explain and show how the mountain goat undercoat (fibers) was processed
(thigh spun) to make yarn for the Ravenstail robes.
 Students can explain materials needed to make a Ravenstail bag, what type of loom is used
for weaving Ravenstail, and the difference between warp and weft.
 Students can correctly say and point out the Sugt’stun/ Eyak words for mountain goat and
ancestors.
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Ilanka Cultural Center
Ravenstail Child’s Robe
woven by Teri Rofkar
Merina Wool, Sea Otter Fur
2006
The story behind the robe…
“My first trip to Cordova,
Alaska was to teach how to
gather spruce roots for weaving.
We journeyed out to Strawberry
Point on Hinchinbrook Island
where traditionally the Chugach
gathered their spruce roots. We
traveled there by boat on a
beautiful spring day. The sky
was so blue and the geese were
migrating back to their spring
and summer stomping grounds.
We pulled up to the beach and
the first thing we saw were
brown bear tracks…”
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The patterns along the side
border and in the center of the
robe are traditional Ravenstail
designs. There is the ‘Box
within the Box’ and the
‘Double around the Cross’
design, which could also
represent Cordova and
copper.
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The pattern at the very bottom
of the robe is the “eena” design,
which is the forked stick that
you pull spruce roots through to
remove the bark.
(This Ravenstail robe belongs
to the Ilanka Cultural Center
and is used for dancing with the
Cordova Ikumat Dancers).
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